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Aircraft of Coastal Command and aircraft of the U.S. Navy operating

with Coastal Command inflicted severe losses on U-boat packs which

recently attempted to attack three Transatlantic convoys. In these

operations, covering a period of eight days, the aircraft attacked 13

U-boats, 6 of which are known to have been sunk.

On the first day two of the convoys were escorted by aircraft from

Iceland, No U-boats were sighted near the convoys but three were

attacked by aircraft sweeping the approaches.

Next day Liberators provided close cover for the convoys while

Hudsons, and Venturis of the U.S, Navy, flew offensive sweeps in the

neighbourhood* Soon after down a U-boat was attacked by a Hudson but

bad 'weather made it impossible to observe results. Later a Ventura

of the U.S. Navy, sighted a U-boat on the surface and straddled it with

depth-charges. The U-boat slowly lost way, settled by the bows and

Sank, leaving about 30 survivors in the -water.

/More



Two hours later a Liberator sighted another U-boat and

made two attacks on it. Depth-charges exploded beneath the

U-boat which sank stern first, leaving 20 to 25 survivors in

the water. another Liberator signalled that it was attacking

a U-boat, but no further reports were received and this air-

craft and its crew are missing. The last attack that day was

made by a Hudson towards nightfall but results could not be

seen owing to darkness*

Early on the third day a Hudson attacked a U-boat which

sank, leaving a patch of oil, debris and bodies*

Later the third convoy was threatened by a concentration of

U-boats and on the sixth day a Liberator attacked a surfaced

U-boat near this convoy. iji hour afterwards tne Liberator

renewed the attack on the U-boat, which had re-surfaced. The

submarine went down stern first, leaving wreckage and bodies

in the water*

/The Liberator
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The Liberator then sightedanotherU-boat; a secondLiberator, of the

sane squadron, was brought to the scene and attacked but the U-boat -crash-dived

and results were not observed. An hour and a half afterwards the second

Liberator returned to the sane position and saw a third Liberator attacking

a surfaced U-boat* probably the sane one. Both attacked with depth-charges

and the U-boat’s crew cane out on deck and inflated their dinghies.

A fourth Liberator arrived in tine to see the U-boat destroyed leaving 15

to 20 survivors in their dinghies.

Still later on the sixth day a Sunderland of a Royal Canadian Air Force

squadron of Coastal Command attacked a U-boat and later saw it sink

leaving 1 5 survivors and much debris in the centre of a large oil patch.

(More)
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Further patrolswere flownby dayandnightduringthe

remainder of the period without incident.

The Coastal Command aircraft which took part in these

successful actions were from R.A.F, squadrons commanded by Wing Commander

R.M. Longmore, 0.3.E., (who was captain of the Liberator lost in these

operations) Wing Commander J. Riley, Wing Commander R.D. 'Williams, Wing

Commander ?,A. Gilchrist, D.F.C. ;■ Wing Commander R.E.G. Van dcr Kiste,

D.S.O. \ Wing Commander H.R.A. Edwards, A.F.C.; from Royal Canadian Air

Force squadrons commanded by Wing Commander L.W. Skey, D.F.C. and Wing

Commander L.G-. Archambault; and from a U.S. Navy squadron commanded by

Commander C.L. Westhofen.
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